Recent advances in Bayesian learning with large-scale data have witnessed emergence of stochastic gradient MCMC algorithms (SG-MCMC), such as stochastic gradient Langevin dynamics (SGLD), stochastic gradient Hamiltonian MCMC (SGHMC), and the stochastic gradient thermostat. While finite-time convergence properties of the SGLD with a 1st-order Euler integrator have recently been studied, corresponding theory for general SG-MCMCs has not been explored. In this paper we consider general SG-MCMCs with high-order integrators, and develop theory to analyze finite-time convergence properties and their asymptotic invariant measures. Our theoretical results show faster convergence rates and more accurate invariant measures for SG-MCMCs with higher-order integrators. For example, with the proposed efficient 2nd-order symmetric splitting integrator, the mean square error (MSE) of the posterior average for the SGHMC achieves an optimal convergence rate of L −4/5 at L iterations, compared to L −2/3 for the SGHMC and SGLD with 1st-order Euler integrators. Furthermore, convergence results of decreasing-step-size SG-MCMCs are also developed, with the same convergence rates as their fixed-step-size counterparts for a specific decreasing sequence. Experiments on both synthetic and real datasets verify our theory, and show advantages of the proposed method in two large-scale real applications.
Introduction
In large-scale Bayesian learning, diffusion based sampling methods have become increasingly popular. Most of these methods are based on Itô diffusions, defined as:
Here X t ∈ R n represents model states, t the time index, W t is Brownian motion, functions F : R n → R n and σ : R n → R n×m (m not necessarily equal to n) are assumed to satisfy the usual Lipschitz continuity condition.
In a Bayesian setting, the goal is to design appropriate functions F and σ, so that the stationary distribution, ρ(X), of the Itô diffusion has a marginal distribution that is equal to the posterior distribution of interest. For example, 1st-order Langevin dynamics (LD) correspond to X = θ, F = −∇ θ U and σ = √ 2 I n , with I n being the n × n identity matrix; 2nd-order Langevin dynamics correspond to X = (θ, p), F = p −D p −∇ θ U , and σ = √ 2D 0 0 0 I n for some D > 0.
Here U is the unnormalized negative log-posterior, and p is known as the momentum [1, 2] . Based on the Fokker-Planck equation [3] , the stationary distributions of these dynamics exist and their marginals over θ are equal to ρ(θ) ∝ exp(−U (θ)), the posterior distribution we are interested in.
Since Itô diffusions are continuous-time Markov processes, exact sampling is in general infeasible. As a result, the following two approximations have been introduced in the machine learning liter-ature [1, 2, 4] , to make the sampling numerically feasible and practically scalable: 1) Instead of analytically integrating infinitesimal increments dt, numerical integration over small step h is used to approximate the integration of the true dynamics. Although many numerical schemes have been studied in the SDE literature, in machine learning only the 1st-order Euler scheme is widely applied.
2) During every integration, instead of working with the gradient of the full negative log-posterior U (θ), a stochastic-gradient version of it,Ũ l (θ), is calculated from the l-th minibatch of data, important when considering problems with massive data. In this paper, we call algorithms based on 1) and 2) SG-MCMC algorithms. To be complete, some recently proposed SG-MCMC algorithms are briefly reviewed in Appendix A. SG-MCMC algorithms often work well in practice, however some theoretical concerns about the convergence properties have been raised [5] [6] [7] .
Recently, [5, 6, 8] showed that the SGLD [4] converges weakly to the true posterior. In [7] , the author studied the sample-path inconsistency of the Hamiltonian PDE with stochastic gradients (but not the SGHMC), and pointed out its incompatibility with data subsampling. However, real applications only require convergence in the weak sense, i.e., instead of requiring sample-wise convergence as in [7] , only laws of sample paths are of concern * . Very recently, the invariance measure of an SG-MCMC with a specific stochastic gradient noise was studied in [9] . However, the technique is not readily applicable to our general setting.
In this paper we focus on general SG-MCMCs, and study the role of their numerical integrators. Our main contributions include: i) From a theoretical viewpoint, we prove weak convergence results for general SG-MCMCs, which are of practical interest. Specifically, for a Kth-order numerical integrator, the bias of the expected sample average of an SG-MCMC at iteration L is upper bounded by L −K/(K+1) with optimal step size h ∝ L −1/(K+1) , and the MSE by L −2K/(2K+1) with optimal h ∝ L −1/(2K+1) . This generalizes the results of the SGLD with an Euler integrator (K = 1) in [5, 6, 8] , and is better when K ≥ 2; ii) From a practical perspective, we introduce a numerically efficient 2nd-order integrator, based on symmetric splitting schemes [9] . When applied to the SGHMC, it outperforms existing algorithms, including the SGLD and SGHMC with Euler integrators, considering both synthetic and large real datasets.
Preliminaries & Two Approximation Errors in SG-MCMCs
In weak convergence analysis, instead of working directly with sample-paths in (1), we study how the expected value of any suitably smooth statistic of X t evolves in time. This motivates the introduction of an (infinitesimal) generator. Formally, the generator L of the diffusion (1) is defined for any compactly supported twice differentiable function f : R n → R, such that, is called the Kolmogorov operator for the diffusion (1) . Since diffusion (1) is continuous, it is generally infeasible to solve analytically (so is e T L ). In practice, a local numerical integrator is used for every small step h, with the corresponding Kolmogorov operator P h approximating e hL . Let X n lh denote the approximate sample path from such a numerical integrator; similarly, we have E[f (X n lh )] = P h f (X n (l−1)h ). Let A • B denote the composition of two operators A and B, i.e., A is evaluated on the output of B. For time T = Lh, we have the following approximation
, with L compositions, where A 1 is obtained by decomposing T L into L sub-operators, each for a minibatch of data, while approximation A 2 is manifested by approximating the infeasible e hL with P h from a feasible integrator, e.g., the symmetric splitting integrator proposed later, such that * For completeness, we provide mean sample-path properties of the SGHMC (similar to [7] ) in Appendix J.
† More details of the equation are provided in Appendix B. Specifically, under mild conditions on F , we can expand the operator e hL up to the mth-order (m ≥ 1) such that the remainder terms are bounded by O(h m+1 ). Refer to [10] for more details. We will assume these conditions to hold for the F 's in this paper.
. The latter is the first approximation error introduced in SG-MCMCs. Formally, to characterize the degree of approximation accuracies for different numerical methods, we use the following definition. Definition 1. An integrator is said to be a Kth-order local integrator if for any smooth and bounded function f , the corresponding Kolmogorov operator P h satisfies the following relation:
The second approximation error is manifested when handling large data. Specifically, the SGLD and SGHMC use stochastic gradients in the 1st and 2nd-order LDs, respectively, by replacing in F and L the full negative log-posterior U with a scaled log-posterior,Ũ l , from the l-th minibatch. We denote the corresponding generators with stochastic gradients asL l , e.g., the generator in the l-th minibatch for the SGHMC becomesL l = L +∆V l , where ∆V l = (∇ θŨl −∇ θ U )·∇ p . As a result, in SG-MCMC algorithms, we use the noisy operatorP
lh denotes the numerical sample-path with stochastic gradient noise, i.e.,
Approximations B 1 and B 2 in (3) are from the stochastic gradient and numerical integrator approximations, respectively. Similarly, we sayP l h corresponds to a Kth-order local integrator ofL l ifP
In the following sections, we focus on SG-MCMCs which use numerical integrators with stochastic gradients, and for the first time analyze how the two introduced errors affect their convergence behaviors. For notational simplicity, we henceforth use X t to represent the approximate sample-path X n,s t .
Convergence Analysis
This section develops theory to analyze finite-time convergence properties of general SG-MCMCs with both fixed and decreasing step sizes, as well as their asymptotic invariant measures.
Finite-time error analysis
Given an ergodic ‡ Itô diffusion (1) with an invariant measure ρ(x), the posterior average is defined as:φ X φ(x)ρ(x)d x for some test function φ(x) of interest. For a given numerical method with generated samples (X lh ) L l=1 , we use the sample averageφ defined asφ = 1 L L l=1 φ(X lh ) to approximateφ. In the analysis, we define a functional ψ that solves the following Poisson Equation:
The solution functional ψ(X lh ) characterizes the difference between φ(X lh ) and the posterior averageφ for every X lh , thus would typically possess a unique solution, which is at least as smooth as φ under the elliptic or hypoelliptic settings [12] . In the unbounded domain of X lh ∈ R n , to make the presentation simple, we follow [6] and make certain assumptions on the solution functional, ψ, of the Poisson equation (4) , which are used in the detailed proofs. Extensive empirical results have indicated the assumptions to hold in many real applications, though extra work is needed for theoretical verifications for different models, which is beyond the scope of this paper. Assumption 1. ψ and its up to 3rd-order derivatives, D k ψ, are bounded by a function § V, i.e.,
Furthermore, the expectation of V on {X lh } is bounded: sup l EV p (X lh ) < ∞, and V is smooth such that sup s∈(0,1) [6, 11] for conditions to ensure (1) is ergodic. § The existence of such function can be translated into finding a Lyapunov function for the corresponding SDEs, an important topic in PDE literatures [13] . See Assumption 4.1 in [6] and Appendix C for more details.
We emphasize that our proof techniques are related to those of the SGLD [6, 12] , but with significant distinctions in that, instead of expanding the function ψ(X lh ) [6] , whose parameter X lh does not endow an explicit form in general SG-MCMCs, we start from expanding the Kolmogorov's backward equation for each minibatch. Moreover, our techniques apply for general SG-MCMCs, instead of for one specific algorithm. More specifically, given a Kth-order local integrator with the corresponding Kolmogorov operatorP l h , according to Definition 1 and (3), the Kolmogorov's backward equation for the l-th minibatch can be expanded as:
where I is the identity map. Recall thatL l = L +∆V l , e.g.,
By further using the Poisson equation (4) to simplify related terms associated with L, after some algebra shown in Appendix D, the bias can be derived from (5) as:
All terms in the above equation can be bounded, with details provided in Appendix D. This gives us a bound for the bias of an SG-MCMC algorithm in Theorem 2. Theorem 2. Under Assumption 1, let · be the operator norm. The bias of an SG-MCMC with a Kth-order integrator at time T = hL can be bounded as:
Note the bound above includes the term l E∆V l /L, measuring the difference between the expectation of stochastic gradients and the true gradient. It vanishes when the stochastic gradient is an unbiased estimation of the exact gradient, an assumption made in the SGLD. This on the other hand indicates that if the stochastic gradient is biased, |Eφ −φ| might diverge when the growth of l E∆V l is faster than O(L). We point this out to show our result to be more informative than that of the SGLD [6] , though this case might not happen in real applications. By expanding the proof for the bias, we are also able to bound the MSE of SG-MCMC algorithms, given in Theorem 3.
Theorem 3. Under Assumption 1, and assumeŨ l is an unbiased estimate of U l . For a smooth test function φ, the MSE of an SG-MCMC with a Kth-order integrator at time T = hL is bounded, for some C > 0 independent of (L, h), as
Compared to the SGLD [6] , the extra term
relates to the variance of noisy gradients. As long as the variance is bounded, the MSE still converges with the same rate. Specifically, when optimizing bounds for the bias and MSE, the optimal bias decreases at a rate of L
These rates decrease faster than those of the SGLD [6] when K ≥ 2. The case of K = 2 for the SGHMC with our proposed symmetric splitting integrator is discussed in Section 4.
Stationary invariant measures
The asymptotic invariant measures of SG-MCMCs correspond to L approaching infinity in the above analysis. According to the bias and MSE above, asymptotically (L → ∞) the sample averageφ is a random variable with mean Eφ =φ+O(h K ), and variance E(φ−Eφ)
, close to the trueφ. This section defines distance between measures, and studies more formally how the approximation errors affect the invariant measures of SG-MCMC algorithms. ¶ To compare with the standard MCMC convergence rate of 1/2, the rate needs to be taken a square root.
First we note that under mild conditions, the existence of a stationary invariant measure for an SG-MCMC can be guaranteed by application of the Krylov-Bogolyubov Theorem [14] . Examining the conditions is beyond the scope of this paper. For simplicity, we follow [12] and assume stationary invariant measures do exist for SG-MCMCs. We denote the corresponding invariant measure asρ h , and the true posterior of a model as ρ. Similar to [12] , we assume our numerical solver is geometric ergodic, meaning that for a test function φ, we have
for any l ≥ 0 from the ergodic theorem, where E x denotes the expectation conditional on X 0 = x. The geometric ergodicity implies that the integration is independent of the starting point of an algorithm. Given this, we have the following theorem on invariant measures of SG-MCMCs. Theorem 4. Assume that a Kth-order integrator is geometric ergodic and its invariance measuresρ h exist. Define the distance between the invariant measuresρ h and ρ as:
. Then any invariant measureρ h of an SG-MCMC is close to ρ with an error up to an order of O(h K ), i.e., there exists some C ≥ 0 such that:
For a Kth-order integrator with full gradients, the corresponding invariant measure has been shown to be bounded by an order of O(h K ) [9, 12] . As a result, Theorem 4 suggests only orders of numerical approximations but not the stochastic gradient approximation affect the asymptotic invariant measure of an SG-MCMC algorithm. This is also reflected by experiments presented in Section 5.
SG-MCMCs with decreasing step sizes
The original SGLD was first proposed with a decreasing-step-size sequence [4] , instead of fixing step sizes, as analyzed in [6] . In [5] , the authors provide theoretical foundations on its asymptotic convergence properties. We demonstrate in this section that for general SG-MCMC algorithms, decreasing step sizes for each minibatch are also feasible. Note our techniques here are different from those used for the decreasing-step-size SGLD [5] , which interestingly result in similar convergence patterns. Specifically, by adapting the same techniques used in the previous sections, we establish conditions on the step size sequence to ensure asymptotic convergence, and develop theory on their finite-time ergodic error as well. To guarantee asymptotic consistency, the following conditions on decreasing step size sequences are required. Assumption 2. The step sizes {h l } are decreasing , i.e., 0 < h l+1 < h l , and satisfy that 1)
Denote the finite sum of step sizes as S L L l=1 h l . Under Assumption 2, we need to modify the sample averageφ defined in Section 3.1 as a weighted summation of {φ(
For simplicity, we assumeŨ l to be an unbiased estimate of U such that E∆V l = 0. Extending techniques in previous sections, we develop the following bounds for the bias and MSE. Theorem 5. Under Assumptions 1 and 2, for a smooth test function φ, the bias and MSE of a decreasing-step-size SG-MCMC with a Kth-order integrator at time S L are bounded as:
As a result, the asymptotic bias approaches 0 according to the assumptions. If further assuming * *
= 0, the MSE also goes to 0. In words, the decreasing-step-size SG-MCMCs are consistent.
Among the kinds of decreasing step size sequences, a commonly recognized one is h l ∝ l −α for 0 < α < 1. We show in the following corollary that such a sequence leads to a valid sequence. Corollary 6. Using the step size sequences h l ∝ l −α for 0 < α < 1, all the step size assumptions in Theorem 5 are satisfied. As a result, the bias and MSE approach zero asymptotically, i.e., the sample averageφ is asymptotically consistent with the posterior averageφ.
Actually the sequence need not be decreasing; we assume it is decreasing for simplicity. * * The assumption of ∞ l=1 h 2 l < ∞ satisfies this requirement, but is weaker than the original assumption.
Remark 7. Theorem 5 indicates the sample averageφ asymptotically converges to the true posterior averageφ. It is possible to find out the optimal decreasing rates for the specific decreasing sequence h l ∝ l −α . Specifically, using the bounds for L l=1 l −α (see the proof of Corollary 6), for the two terms in the bias (6) in Theorem 5,
The balance between these two terms is achieved when α = 1/(K + 1), which agrees with Theorem 2 on the optimal rate of fixed-step-size SG-MCMCs. Similarly, for the MSE (7), the first term decreases as L −1 , independent of α, while the second and third terms decrease as O(L α−1 ) and O(L −2Kα ), respectively, thus the balance is achieved when α = 1/(2K+ 1), which also agrees with the optimal rate for the fixed-step-size MSE in Theorem 3.
According to Theorem 5, one theoretical advantage of decreasing-step-size SG-MCMCs over fixedstep-size variants is the asymptotically unbiased estimation of posterior averages, though the benefit might not be significant in large-scale real applications where the asymptotic regime is not reached.
Practical Numerical Integrators
Given the theory for SG-MCMCs with high-order integrators, we here propose a 2nd-order symmetric splitting integrator for practical use. The Euler integrator is known as a 1st-order integrator; the proof and its detailed applications on the SGLD and SGHMC are given in Appendix I.
The main idea of the symmetric splitting scheme is to split the local generatorL l into several sub-generators that can be solved analytically † † . Unfortunately, one cannot easily apply a splitting scheme with the SGLD. However, for the SGHMC, it can be readily split into:
These sub-generators correspond to the following SDEs, which are all analytically solvable:
Based on these sub-SDEs, the local Kolmogorov operatorP l h is defined as:
so that the corresponding updates for X lh = (θ lh , p lh ) consist of the following 5 steps:
lh ) are intermediate variables. We denote such a splitting method as the ABOBA scheme. From the Markovian property of a Kolmogorov operator, it is readily seen that all such symmetric splitting schemes (with different orders of 'A', 'B' and 'O') are equivalent [15] . Lemma 8 below shows the symmetric splitting scheme is a 2nd-order local integrator. Lemma 8. The symmetric splitting scheme is a 2nd-order local integrator, i.e., the corresponding Kolmogorov operatorP
When this integrator is applied to the SGHMC, the following properties can be obtained. Remark 9. Applying Theorem 2 to the SGHMC with the symmetric splitting scheme (K = 2), the bias is bounded as:
. The optimal bias decreasing rate is L −2/3 , compared to L −1/2 for the SGLD [6] . Similarly, the MSE is bounded by:
to the MSE of L −2/3 for the SGLD [6] . This indicates that the SGHMC with the splitting integrator converges faster than the SGLD and SGHMC with 1st-order Euler integrators. Remark 10. For a decreasing-step-size SGHMC, based on Remark 7, the optimal step size decreasing rate for the bias is α = 1/3, and α = 1/5 for the MSE. These agree with their fixed-step-size counterparts in Remark 9, thus are faster than the SGLD/SGHMC with 1st-order Euler integrators. 
Experiments
We here verify our theory and compare with related algorithms on both synthetic data and large-scale machine learning applications. Synthetic data We consider a standard Gaussian model where
. 1000 data samples {x i } are generated, and every minibatch in the stochastic gradient is of size 10. The test function is defined as φ(θ) θ 2 , with explicit expression for the posterior average. To evaluate the expectations in the bias and MSE, we average over 200 runs with random initializations. First we compare the invariant measures (with L = 10 6 ) of the proposed splitting integrator and Euler integrator for the SGHMC. Results of the SGLD are omitted since they are not as competitive. Figure 1 plots the biases with different step sizes. It is clear that the Euler integrator has larger biases in the invariant measure, and quickly explodes when the step size becomes large, which does not happen for the splitting integrator. In real applications we also find this happen frequently (shown in the next section), making the Euler scheme an unstable integrator. Next we examine the asymptotically optimal step size rates for the SGHMC. From the theory we know these are α = 1/3 for the bias and α = 1/5 for the MSE, in both fixed-step-size SGHMC (SGHMC-F) and decreasing-step-size SGHMC (SGHMC-D). For the step sizes, we did a grid search to select the best prefactors, which resulted in h=0.033×L
−α for the SGHMC-F and h l = 0.045×l
for the SGHMC-D, with different α values. We plot the traces of the bias for the SGHMC-D and the MSE for the SGHMC-F in Figure 2 . Similar results for the bias of the SGHMC-F and the MSE of the SGHMC-D are plotted in Appendix K. We find that when rates are smaller than the theoretically optimal rates, i.e., α = 1/3 (bias) and α = 1/5 (MSE), the bias and MSE tend to decrease faster than the optimal rates at the beginning (especially for the SGHMC-F), but eventually they slow down and are surpassed by the optimal rates, consistent with the asymptotic theory. This also suggests that if only a small number of iterations were feasible, setting a larger step size than the theoretically optimal one might be beneficial in practice. Finally, we study the relative convergence speed of the SGHMC and SGLD. We test both fixedstep-size and decreasing-step-size versions. For fixed-step-size experiments, the step sizes are set to h = CL −α , with α chosen according to the theory for SGLD and SGHMC. To provide a fair comparison, the constants C are selected via a grid search from 10 −3 to 0.5 with an interval of 0.002 for L = 500, it is then fixed in the other runs with different L values. The parameter D in the SGHMC is selected within (10, 20, 30) as well. For decreasing-step-size experiments, an initial step size is chosen within [0.003, 0.05] with an interval of 0.002 for different algorithms ‡ ‡ , and then it decreases according to their theoretical optimal rates. Figure 3 shows a comparison of the biases for the SGHMC and SGLD. As indicated by both theory and experiments, the SGHMC with the splitting integrator yields a faster convergence speed than the SGLD with an Euler integrator.
Large-scale machine learning applications For real applications, we test the SGLD with an Euler integrator, the SGHMC with the splitting integrator (SGHMC-S), and the SGHMC with an ‡ ‡ Using the same initial step size is not fair because the SGLD requires much smaller step sizes. Euler integrator (SGHMC-E). First we test them on the latent Dirichlet allocation model (LDA) [16] . The data used consists of 10M randomly downloaded documents from Wikipedia, using scripts provided in [17] . We randomly select 1K documents for testing and validation, respectively. As in [17, 18] , the vocabulary size is 7,702. We use the Expanded-Natural reparametrization trick to sample from the probabilistic simplex [19] . The step sizes are chosen from {2, 5, 8, 20, 50, 80} × 10 −5 , and parameter D from {20, 40, 80}. The minibatch size is set to 100, with one pass of the whole data in the experiments (and therefore L = 100K). We collect 300 posterior samples to calculate test perplexities, with a standard holdout technique as described in [18] . Next a recently studied sigmoid belief network model (SBN) [20] is tested, which is a directed counterpart of the popular RBM model. We use a one layer model where the bottom layer corresponds to binary observed data, which is generated from the hidden layer (also binary) via a sigmoid function. As shown in [18] , the SBN is readily learned by SG-MCMCs. We test the model on the MNIST dataset, which consists of 60K hand written digits of size 28 × 28 for training, and 10K for testing. Again the step sizes are chosen from {3, 4, 5, 6}×10 −4 , D from {0.9, 1, 5}/ √ h. The minibatch is set to 200, with 5000 iterations for training. Like applied for the RBM [21] , an advance technique called anneal importance sampler (AIS) is adopted for calculating test likelihoods. We briefly describe the results here, more details are provided in Appendix K. For LDA with 200 topics, the best test perplexities for the SGHMC-S, SGHMC-E and SGLD are 1168, 1180 and 2496, respectively; while these are 1157, 1187 and 2511, respectively, for 500 topics. Similar to the synthetic experiments, we also observed SGHMC-E crashed when using large step sizes. This is illustrated more clearly in Figure 4 . For the SBN with 100 hidden units, we obtain negative test log-likelihoods of 103, 105 and 126 for the SGHMC-S, SGHMC-E and SGLD, respectively; and these are 98, 100, and 110 for 200 hidden units. Note the SGHMC-S on SBN yields state-of-the-art results on test likelihoods compared to [22] , which was 113 for 200 hidden units. A decrease of 2 units in the neg-log-likelihood with AIS is considered to be a reasonable gain [20] , which is approximately equal to the gain from a shallow to a deep model [22] . SGHMC-S is more accuracy and robust than SGHMC-E due to its 2nd-order splitting integrator.
Conclusion
For the first time, we develop theory to analyze finite-time ergodic errors, as well as asymptotic invariant measures, of general SG-MCMCs with high-order integrators. Our theory applies for both fixed and decreasing step size SG-MCMCs, which are shown to be equivalent in terms of convergence rates, and are faster with our proposed 2nd-order integrator than previous SG-MCMCs with 1st-order Euler integrators. Experiments on both synthetic and large real datasets validate our theory. The theory also indicates that with increasing order of numerical integrators, the convergence rate of an SG-MCMC is able to theoretically approach the standard MCMC convergence rate. Given the theoretical convergence results, SG-MCMCs can be used effectively in real applications. 
A Representative Stochastic Gradient MCMC Algorithms
This section briefly introduces three recently proposed stochastic gradient MCMC algorithms, including the stochastic gradient Langevin dynamic (SGLD) [4] , the stochastic gradient Hamiltonian MCMC (SGHMC) [1] , and the stochastic gradient Nosé-Hoover thermostat [2] (SGNHT).
A.1 Stochastic gradient Langevin dynamics
The SGLD [4] is based on the following 1st-order Langevin dynamic defined as:
where W is the standard Brownian motion. We can show via the Fokker-Planck equation that the equilibrium distribution of (10) is: p(θ) = π(θ) .
As described in the main text, when sampling from this continuous-time diffusion, two approximations are adopted, e.g., a numerical integrator and a stochastic gradient versionŨ l (θ (l−1)h ) of the log-likelihood U (θ) from the l-th minibatch. This results in the following SGLD algorithm.
A.2 Stochastic gradient Hamiltonian MCMCs
The SGHMC [1] is based on the 2nd-order Langevin dynamic defined as:
where D is a constant independent of θ and p. Again we can show that the equilibrium distribution of (11) is:
Similar to the SGLD, we use the Euler scheme to simulate the dynamic (11), shown in Algorithm 2.
A.3 Stochastic gradient Nośe-Hoover thermostats
The SGNHT [2] is based on the Nośe-Hoover thermostat defined as:
If D is independent of θ and p, it can also be shown that the equilibrium distribution of (12) is [2] :
The SGNHT is much more interesting than the SGHMC when considering subsampling data in each iteration, as the covariance D in SGHMC is hard to estimate, a thermostat is used to adaptively control the system temperature, thus automatically estimate the unknown D. The whole algorithm is shown in Algorithm 3.
Algorithm 3: Stochastic Gradient Nosé-Hoover Thermostats
Input: Parameters h, D. Initialize θ 0 ∈ R n , p 0 ∼ N (0, I), and ξ 0 = D ; for l = 1, 2, . . . do Evaluate ∇Ũ l (θ (l−1)h ) from the l-th minibatch ;
B More Details on Kolmogorov's Backward Equation
The generator L is used in the formulation of Kolmogorov's backward equation, which intuitively tells us how the expected value of any suitably smooth statistic of X evolves in time. More precisely: Definition 11 (Kolmogorov's Backward Equation). Let u(t, x) = E [φ(X t )], then u(t, x) satisfies the following partial differential equation, known as Kolmogorov's backward equation:
Based on the definition, we can write u(t, ·) = P t φ(·) so that (P t ) t≥0 is the transition semigroup associated with the Markov process (X(t, x)) t≥0,x∈R n [23] (also called the Kolmogorov operator). Note that the Kolmogorov's backward equation can be written in another form as:
where e tL is the exponential map operator associated with the generator defined as:
with I being the identity map. This is obtained by expanding u(t, x) in time by using Taylor expansion [23] :
The form (14) instead of the original form (13) of the Kolmogorov's backward equation is used in our analysis. To be able to expand the form (14) to some particular order such that remainder terms are bounded, the following assumption is required [24] . Assumption 3. Assume 1) F (X) is C ∞ with bounded derivatives of any order, furthermore, and 2) |F (x)| ≤ C(1+| X | s ) for some positive integer s. Under these assumptions, series of the generator expansion can be bounded, thus (15) can be written in the following form [6, 24] :
C More Comments on Assumption 1
Assumption 1 assumes that the solution functional ψ of the Poisson equation (4) satisfies: ψ and its up to 3-rd order derivatives, D k ψ, are bounded by a function V, i.e.,
* . This is summarized as:
Compared to the SGLD case [6] , in our proofs, we only need k be up to 3 in (19) instead of 4. More specifically, the proof for the bias only needs k be up to 0 given other assumptions in this paper, and the proof for the MSE needs k be up to 3.
As long as the corresponding SDE is hypoelliptic, meaning that the Brownian motion W is able to propagate to the other variables of the dynamics [12] , e.g., the model parameter θ in SGHMC, we can extend Assumption 4.1 of [6] to our setting. Thus we have that (17) is equivalent to finding a function V : R n → [1, ∞] (n is the dimension of x, e.g., including the momentum in SGHMC), which tends to infinity as x → ∞, and is twice differentiable with bounded second derivatives and satisfies the following conditions:
1. V is a Lyapunov function of the SDE, i.e., there exists constants α, β > 0, such that for
x ∈ R n , we have ∇ x V(x), F (x) ≤ −αV(x) + β.
There exists an exponent
, where E s means expectation with respect to the random permutation of the data, E means expectation with respect to the randomness of the dynamic with Brownian motion. Furthermore, for x ∈ R n , we have:
Similar to [6] , (18) is an extra condition that needs to be satisfied, and (19) is more subtle and needs more assumptions to verify in this case. We will not address these issues because it is out of the scope of the paper.
D The Proof of Theorem 2
Proof. For an SG-MCMC with a Kth-order integrator, according to Definition 1 and (3), we have:
where I is the identity map. Sum over l = 1, · · · , L in (20), take expectation on both sides, and use the relationL l = L +∆V l to expand the first order term. We obtain
Divide both sides by Lh, use the Poisson equation (4), and reorganize terms. We have:
To transform terms containingL k l (k ≥ 2) to high-order terms, based on ideas from [12] , we apply the following procedure. First replace ψ withL K−1 l ψ from (20) to (21) , and apply the same logic forL K−1 l ψ as for ψ in the above derivations, but this time expand in (20) up to the order of O(h 2 ), instead of the previous order O(h K+1 ). After simplification, we obtain:
Similarly, replace ψ withL
ψ from (20) to (21), follow the same derivations as forL
where the last equation in (23) is obtained by substituting (22) into it and collecting low order terms. By induction on k, it is easy to show that for 2 ≤ k ≤ K, we have:
Substituting (24) into (21), after simplification, we have:
for some C 3 ≥ 0. According to the assumption, the term C 1 is bounded. As a result, collecting low order terms, the bias can be expressed as:
where the last equation follows from the finiteness assumption of ψ, · denotes the operator norm and is bounded in the space of ψ due to the assumptions. This completes the proof.
E The Proof of Theorem 3
Proof. For a K-order integrator, from Theorem 2, we can expand E (ψ(X lh )) as:
Sum over l from 1 to L + 1 and simplify, we have:
Substitute the Poisson equation (4) into the above equation, divide both sides by Lh and rearrange related terms, we havê
Taking square and expectation on both sides, since the terms Eψ(X (l−1)h ) − ψ(X (l−1)h ) and ∆V l ψ(X (l−1)h ) are martingale, it is then easy to see there exists some positive constant C, such that
A 1 is easily bounded by the assumption that ψ ≤ V p0 < ∞, the expectation of A 3 can also be shown to be bounded later in (31). Now we show that A 2 is bounded as well by deriving the following bound:
To do this, it is enough to consider the 2nd order symmetric splitting scheme, as higher order integrators generally introduce higher order errors. Furthermore, we see that different splitting schemes, e.g., ABOBA and OABAO, are essentially equivalent as long as they are symmetric [15] , thus we focus on the ABOAB scheme in the proof. Let the flow propagators (mappings) of 'A' , 'B' and 'O' be denoted asφ 
where ζ l is a n-dimensional independent Gaussian random variables. ) . Now we can expanded X lh from (26) using Taylor expansion as:
From Assumption 1 we know that bothφ
Using the relation (27), for the solution ψ of the Poisson equation (4) applied on X lh , we can bow expand it up to 3 orders from the Taylor theory:
Note that the vector fields inside the brackets in the above expression are all bounded due to Assumption 1. As a result, we can show that M 1 , S 1 , S 2 and R are bounded by the boundedness assumption on ψ and its derivatives. Specifically, in the following we will use a b to represent there is a C ≥ 0 such that a ≤ Cb.
, according to the definition of directional derivative, we have
where J(x) is the Jacobian ofφ h l−1 (x) and is bounded. Thus
Similarly, for S 1 and S 2 , using the assumptions in the theory, we have
For R, using Assumption 1, we have
The expectation of ψ(X lh ) can be similarly bounded. Collecting low order terms, we have
for some C > 0. As a result, the expectation of the A 2 term in (25) can be bounded using the above derived bound on
Substitute (30) into (25) we can bound the MSE as:
for some C > 0, where (31) follows by using the fact that E[
for a random variable X. (32) follows by using the bounds in (24) on A 1 , which is bounded by O(
) are martingale, we have:
where we have used (24) and the fact that EL k l ψ(X (l−1)h ) is bounded. Collecting low order terms we get (32). This completes the proof.
F The Proof of Theorem 4
Proof. Because the splitting scheme is geometric ergodic, for a test function φ, from the ergodic theorem we have
for ∀l ≥ 0, ∀ x ∈ X . Average over all the samples {X lh } and let l approach to ∞, we have
Thus the distance between any invariant measureρ h of a high-order integrator and ρ can be bounded as:
where (34) follows by using the result from Theorem 2. This completes the proof.
G The Proof of Theorem 5
We separate the proof into proofs for the bias and MSE respectively in the following.
The proof for the bias:
Proof. Following Theorem 2, in the decreasing step size setting, (20) can be written as:
Similarly, (21) can be simplified using the step size sequence (h l ) as:
Similar to the derivation of (24), we can derive the following bounds k = (2, · · · , K):
Substitute (36) into (35) and collect low order terms, we have:
As a result, the bias can be expressed as:
Taking L → ∞, both terms go to zero by assumption. This completes the proof.
The proof for the MSE:
Proof. Following similar derivations as in Theorem 3, we have that
Substitute the Poisson equation (4) into the above equation and divided both sides by S L , we havê
As a result, there exists some positive constant C, such that:
A 1 can be bounded by assumptions, and A 2 is shown to be bounded by using the fact that
Furthermore, similar to the proof of Theorem 3, the expectation of A 3 can also be bounded by using the formula E[
2 ] and (36). It turns out that the resulting terms have order higher than those from the other terms, thus can be ignored in the expression below. After some simplifications, (38) is bounded by:
for some C > 0, this completes the first part of the theorem. We can see that according to the assumption, the last two terms in (39) approach to 0 when L → ∞. If we further assume
, then the first term in (39) approaches to 0 because:
As a result, we have lim L→∞ E φ −φ 2 = 0.
H The Proof of Corollary 6
Proof. We use the following inequalities to bound the term
This is easily seen to be true by noting that
It is then easy to see that the condition for
Moreover, we notice that other step size assumptions reduce to compare ∞ l=1 l −α and ∞ l=1 l −α1 for α < α 1 , which using (40) has the following bound:
As long as 0 < α < 1 and α 1 > α, the above lower and upper bound would approach to 0, thus all the assumptions for the step size sequences are satisfied.
I On the Euler Integrator and Symmetric Splitting Integrator I.1 Euler integrator
We first review the Euler scheme used in SGLD and SGHMC. In SGLD the update for X lh (= θ lh ) follows:
where h is the step size, ζ l is a vector of i.i.d. standard normal random variables. In SGHMC (X lh = (θ lh , p lh )), it becomes:
Based on the update equations, it is easily seen that the corresponding Kolmogorov operatorsP
for SGLD, andP
for SGHMC, where
We show in the following Lemma that the Euler integrator is a 1st-order local integrator.
Lemma 12.
The Euler integrator is a 1st-order local integrator, i.e.,
Proof. For the SGLD, according to the Kolmogorov's backward equation (14) , for the SGLD, we have
can be expanded by Taylor's expansion to the 1st-order such that (based on θ lh = θ (l−1)h + O(h)):
Substituting the above into (44) and use the definition (41), we havẽ
For the SGHMC, following similar derivations, we have:
are the splitting for the true generatorL l . Now using the Baker-Campbell-Hausdorff (BCH) formula, we have
As a result,P l h = e hL l + O(h 2 ) for SGHMC.
I.2 Symmetric splitting integrator
In symmetric splitting scheme, the generatorL l is split into a couple of sub-generators which can be solved analytically. For example, in SGHMC, it is split into:
These sub-generators correspond to the following analytically solvable SDEs:
Based on the splitting, the Kolmogorov operatorP l h can be seen to be:
We show that the corresponding integrator is a 2nd-order local integrator below. Lemma 13. The symmetric splitting integrator is a 2nd-order local integrator, i.e.,
Proof. This follows from direct calculation using the BCH formula. Specifically, 
where
XY − Y X is the commutator of X and Y , (46) follows from the BCH formula, and (47) follows from Assumption 1 such that the remainder high order terms are bounded [24] , so the error term O(h 3 ) can be taken out from the exponential map using Taylor expansion. Similarly, for the other composition, we have
This completes the proof.
J Mean Flow Error Analysis
In addition to the finite time ergodic error studied previously, we study the mean flow error in this section. To this end, we first define the exact mean flow to be the solution operator of the Kolmogorov's backward equation
With our splitting method with stochastic gradients for each minibatch, the mean flow operator consists of a composition of L local mean flows, i.e.,φ
hL l , each coming from a minibatch. Our goal in this section is to compare ϕ T withφ h T . When the underlying equations of motion are PDEs, i.e., no Brownian motion like the Hamiltonian PDE, ϕ T (X 0 ) corresponds to the exact solution trajectory of the PDE, whereasφ h T is the trajectory of splitting methods with stochastic gradients. [7] shows that in this case ϕ T (X 0 ) is not close toφ h T in general. In the section we extend this result by showing that the conclusion also holds in the SDE case. We comment that this result is not as surprising as pointed out in [7] because as pointed out in the introduction, such sample wise convergence is not interesting in most real applications. Theorem 14. In SGHMC with the symmetric splitting integrator, the difference between the stochastic mean flow operatorφ h T and the exact flow operator ϕ T depends on the running time T and stochastic gradients in each minibatch, and is given by the following formula,
for some positive constant C.
We can see from Theorem 14 thatφ h T is not close to ϕ T because of the uncontrollable terms ∆V l with stochastic gradients, thus SG-MCMCs are not sample-wise convergence.
Proof. First, applying Kolmogorov's backward equation on the original SDE (1) with generator L, the true mean flow ϕ T (X 0 ) can be expressed as:
Now we want to compute the mean flow of the splitting scheme: • L l=1φ lh (X 0 ). We will split the SDE into several parts, with the Brownian motion term going with the stochastic gradient term. To shown the proof on a different SG-MCMC algorithm, we use the SGHMC with Riemannian information geometry (SGRHMC) defined below. Other stochastic gradient MCMC follows similarly. For the SGRHMC, we have
The splitting scheme we consider is the BAOAB scheme. Denote
Note that L = A + B + O. In the stochastic gradient case, we are using the stochastic gradient from the l-th minibatch in the splitting scheme, thus we need to modify the operator B as:
where ∇ θŨl is evaluated on a subset of data. We emphasis the notation that ∆V l B l − B = ∇ θŨl − ∇ θ U · ∇ p , it can be shown that ∆V l commutes with each other, e.g.,
We know from Section I.2 that using the symmetric splitting integrator, the mean flowφ l h is close to e h(L+∆V l ) with a O(h 3 ) error, i.e.,
Similar to the proof of the symmetric splitting error, we can calculate the composition of the mean flows for two mini-batches i and j using the BCH formula as:
where we have used the fact that {∆V i } commutes with each other to cancel out the [∆V i , ∆V j ] term in the BCH formula. Similarly, for the first three mini-batches i, j, k, we havẽ
Similarly, we can do the composition for the entire trajectory, resulting in after simplification:
This completes the first part of the theorem. From Assumption 1, we can expand and bound (50) with the step size h for finite time T as: Similarly, for the true mean flow ϕ T (X 0 ), it is easy to get
As a result:
K Additional Experiments K.1 Synthetic data
We plot the traces of bias and MSE with step size h ∝ L α for different rates α in Figure 5 . We can see that when the rates are smaller than the theoretically optimal bias rates α = −1/3 and MSE rate α = −1/5, the bias and MSE tend to decrease faster than the optimal rates at the beginning, but eventually they slow down and are surpassed by the optimal rates. This on the other hand suggests if only a small number of iterations were available in the SG-MCMCs, setting a larger step size than the theoretically optimal one might be beneficial in practice.
In addition, Figure 6 shows a comparison of the bias and MSE for SGHMC and SGLD. The step sizes are set to h = CL −α , with α choosing according to the theory for SGLD and SGHMC respectively. To be fair, the constants C are selected via a grid search from 1e-3 to 0.5 with an interval of 2e-3 for L = 200, it is then fixed during other L values. The parameter D in SGHMC is selected within (10, 20, 30) as well. As indicated by both our theorems and experiments, SGHMC endows a much faster convergence speed than SGHMC on both the bias and MSE. Figure 7 plots the traces of bias and MSE with decreasing step sizes h ∝ l α for different rates α in the same Gaussian model. Again we can see that the optimal decreasing rates agree with the theory. parameters for SGLD and SGHMC. Specifically, the decreasing rate parameter α is set to 1/2 and 1/3 in SGLD and SGHMC for the bias, 1/3 and 1/5 for the MSE. We can see that SGHMC still obtain a faster convergence speed, though the benefit is not as large as using fix step size.
K.2 LDA & SBN
We first the list quantitative results of the LDA and SBN models in Table 1 . It is clear that in both models the SGHMC is much better than the SGLD due to the introduction of momentum variables in the dynamics (similar to the SGD with momemtum [1] in the optimization literature); and the splitting integrator also works better than the Euler integrator due to the higher order errors in splitting integrators. For a fair comparison, we did not consider a better version of the SGLD with Riemannian information geometry of posterior distributions on probabilistic simplexes [19] . Next a plot of the test perplexities decreasing with the number of documents processed for the whole dataset is given in Figure 9 (top), for a comparison of the Euler integrator and the proposed symmetric splitting integrator. We can see that the symmetric splitting integrator decreases faster than the Euler integrator. Furthermore, the dictionary learned by the SGHMC with the symmetric splitting integrator is also given in Figure 9 (bottom).
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